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Probability can be as easy as rolling dice! What is the probability of rolling a 2? What about a 3 and a 6?
Practice calculating basic probability with this worksheet, and for extra fun try experimenting with real dice to
see if you get the same results.
Welcome to The Sum of Two Dice Probabilities (A) Math Worksheet from the Statistics Worksheets Page at
Math-Drills.com. This Statistics Worksheet may be printed, downloaded or saved and used in your classroom,
home school, or other educational environment to help someone learn math.
Chance and Probability Worksheets Our resources allow students to describe the probability of events and
conduct chance experiments. Possible or Impossible? Cut and paste to match each event to the term ‘Possible’
or ‘Impossible’. Impossible, Unlikely, Likely or Certain? Cut and paste to match each event to the term…
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numbers on both dice Answer: Find the probability of showing an odd number on the second die Answer: Find
the probability of not showing prime number on the first die Answer: Find the probability of showing prime
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A great worksheet giving students the opportunity to complete a chance experiment and discuss possible
variation in results focusing on the outcome not being effected by previous dice rolls. Tags in this resource: diceshowing-2.png
Each worksheet has up to 12 pieces of candy. Students must identify the probability for selecting the candy,
most probable selection, least probable, etc.
Probability worksheets for kids from grade 4 and up include probability on single coin, two coins, days in a
week, months in a year, fair die, pair of dice, deck of cards, numbers and more. Mutually exclusive and
inclusive events, probability on odds and other challenging probability worksheets are useful for grade 6 and up
students.
Simple Probability worksheets designed for lower ability pupils dealing with events such as rolling dice,
selecting from deck of cards, the alphabet and using the probability terms unlily, likely, certain and impossible.
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